
Scan or click here to
check out my Manifesto!

TRAINING ENHANCEMENT
Earlier SU training from start of role-
handover
Tailor training based on officer feedback,
focusing on SU values, effective
representation, skill development,
accessibility, teamwork etc.
Revamped ICU-specific training so have
experience

SKILLS SUPPORT
Offer guidance to develop interpersonal skills
(leadership, teamwork, communication,
networking, developing relationships
especially with faculty, conflict resolution &
time-management)

STREAMS SUPPORT
Foster collaboration and idea contributions
across streams
Promote knowledge/experience sharing from
older members
Establish stream lead alumni support
network (where they can contact previous
chairs for advice)

HANDOVERS SUPPORT 
Successfully implemented handover
processes within Academics, recognised by
ICU
Standardise handovers for
clarity/comprehensiveness
Incorporate feedback from past/present
officers in handovers

1-1 MEETINGS
Conduct time-efficient meetings to
understand officer's needs & future plans,
offering issue resolution & advisory support

SU OFFICE REVAMP
Reorganise the SU office to create an
inclusive and welcoming workspace for
officers

KEY DATES
9am Monday
11th March

VOTING OPENS

2pm Thursday
14th March

VOTING CLOSES

https://linktr.ee/yasminbaker yasmin.baker20@imperial.ac.uk

MY EXPERIENCE

icsmsu DEPUTY
PRESIDENT

Can She Do it?
#YazzSheCanYASMIN BAKER

MY AIMSWHY VOTE FOR ME? QUOTES FROM
ENDORSEMENTS

'Super approachable, kind & thoughtful'

'Amazing teamwork, leadership and
organisational skills'

'Her achievements serve as a testament
to her dedication and passion for ICSM'

'Exemplary candidate whose made a
lasting impression'

'Active voice for student representation'

'Open to new ideas and willing to
represent 'US' in front of faculty'

'Consistently puts 100% into her work'

'Listens to our concerns, forwards them
and updates us with solutions'

'Most supportive, motivated &
hardworking person I've met'

'Warm, friendly personality - you'll
always find a smile on her face'

#YazzSheCan
#VoteYazz❤

With 2 years on SU, recently being your Academic
Chair, I have thoroughly enjoyed dedicating my
time to support the ICSM community. 

Having seen how ICSMSU works, I want to make
sure the next ICSMSU runs smoothly and serve
the ICSM community! 

Therefore, I'll be honoured to be YOUR DEPUTY
PRESIDENT to support the SU so it can continue
to help the student body and ensure YOU
succeed!

My extensive experience will ensure I can support
and advice all SU Officers in all streams: 

Academics: 
ICSMSU Academic Chair
ICSMSU Academic Officer for Early Years
4 years Academic Rep;
Led organisation of multiple society lecture
series

Exec: 
President of Nutritank x2; 
Secretary of Paediatrics Society
Publicity Officer for Surgical Society so well
versed with regards to secretary and
comms; finance

Welfare: 
Worked directly with Welfare SU
officers/Reps within my SU Academics role

Clubs & Socs: 
Held 34 society committee positions
within 4 years in all role types

Entertainments: 
Have experience in event organisation
through my committee roles (Events Lead;
Conference Chair; Socials etc)
Helped out in past two Freshers Fortnights
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